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I would like to make a submission regarding some possible improvements to my local
area. Please see the below paragraphs and the attached map for clarity.
I would like there to be a network of proper walking paths along Edgars Creek. For almost
6 months of the year it is not ideal to walk my dog in this area as it is quite muddy. A
gravel path would probably suffice, though a bike path like the Merri Creek path would be
ideal. Represented by blue in the attachment is the area I use frequently (Merri Creek to
Edwardes Lakes) though I would regularly use a bike path if it extended further north
along the creek and it may encourage cycle commuting as it is a very direct way to the city
if linked to the Merri Creek trail.
In a similar vein the Melbourne Water easement linear reserve, from the Merri Creek to the
Melbourne Water Reservoir in Reservoir, is mostly is just a muddy path and not the nicest
place to walk a dog. It would be a great opportunity to put a combined path and maybe
some landscaping along it. A pedestrian crossing at the intersection of the reserve and
Spring Street would also be good as there is nowhere nearby to safely cross the road. The
path probably wouldn’t need to continue along the reserve east of here as there is nowhere
to go unless a park could be built south of Reservoir train station. This reserve is
represented in red and a similarly muddy spur I frequent is in yellow (it would be good if
there was also a path here).
Along these suggested trails I would also like to suggest that there are regular bins/water
fountains/dog waste dispensers. This would improve the walkability of the tracks and
encourage people to pick up after their dogs. We pick up after our dog, but we regularly
have to walk a long way with a bag before coming across a bin. Frequently for the whole
journey. Other less considerate people don't even pick up after their dog and I think if they
know a bin is close by it might help overcome some laziness.
Especially along the red coloured trail, there are many green spaces where there could be
small linear parks. For example, these could include some play equipment or outdoor gym
equipment. In some of the other currently existing parks there is room for a fenced of dog
park which would be nice as there are none in my local area.
I would like my name in this submission to be anonymous / confidential please
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